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OPP BETRAYS THE PUBLIC TRUST
CANACE was too quick to believe the OPP were ending Race Based Policing
On Saturday July 7, 2012 CANACE held another cleanup rally on Douglas Creek Estates in
Caledonia. This time the OPP refused to enter DCE and thereby refused to provide any
policing on this provincially used property. DCE has once again become a lawless zone
whereby OPP officers stand back and watch crimes be committed.
Sgt. B. Moore was the site commander on July 7, 2012
and repeatedly refused to enter DCE to aid victims of
criminal acts. He refused to take any steps to prevent the
ongoing criminal acts against non-Native people.
In fact, Gary McHale placed two Native people under
arrest and both times the OPP refused to respond.
CANACE photos and videos show that Sgt. B. Moore,
Sgt. Rick Zupancic, Officer Mark Hill, Officer HeatherAnne Manly and two OPP cameramen stood by and
watched repeated criminal acts against non-Native
people.
Link to Video of just part of what these officers could see.

Sgt. B. Moore

Gary McHale arrested the Native man in the above video
and escorted him to Sgt. Moore. Sgt. Moore released the
Native man claiming he didn't see the crime. First, the
whole point of citizens' arrest is that the police are not
there to see the crime. Second, Sgt. Moore is
photographed watching the crime occur.
Sgt. Moore then refused to walk an additional 15ft. to see
whether the Native man had placed stolen private
property in his pickup truck. Sgt. Moore refused to listen to
the 7 witnesses that raised their hands in answer to the
question, "Who here is a witness to the crime?"
Sgt. Moore released the Native man with full knowledge
that crimes had been committed and where any
reasonable person would know additional crimes would
be committed by the same Native person. In fact, the
Native man immediately continued to assault non-Native
people as Officer Moore turned his back and left DCE.

Sgt. Rick Zupancic

The only time Sgt. Moore got the courage to enter DCE to make an arrest was when he decided to
rally OPP officers to arrest Gary McHale in order to stop Natives from continuously assaulting
McHale.
It should be noted that two hours later the OPP promised McHale that they would swear out an arrest
warrant against the same Native man Sgt. Moore released and two additional Natives that were also
involved in multiple criminal acts.
CANACE calls upon local Detachment Commander Insp. Phil Carter and Commissioner Chris Lewis
to order the arrest of Sgt. Moore on a charge of obstructing justice and for aiding in criminal
behaviour.
The OPP, lead by Sgt. Moore and Sgt. Zupancic, willfully targeted non-Native people while standing
there watching Natives repeatedly commit crimes. They violated their Oath of Office by refusing to
uphold the Charter of Rights and Freedoms whereby all people are to have the benefit of equal
protection of the law and not to discriminate because of the race of the person involved.
The media may remember Sgt. Zupancic from previous events whereby he targetted non-Native
people while refusing to stop Native people from committing crimes. SunTV host Michael Coren called
Sgt. Zupancic a fascist because he ordered the arrest of Jeff Parkinson for simply asking officers their
badge numbers. (Link to the video of Parkinson's arrest)(Link to Michael Coren interview - "that little
fascist")
What the public needs to be aware of is that the OPP clearly has not changed their policies of race
based policing and officers are still willing to obey these policies that most reasonable people would
see as racism.
Sgt. Moore and Sgt. Zupancic would both say they are merely keeping the peace, following OPP
policies and exercising police discretion to the best of their ability.
However, when you willfully stand back and watch crimes be committed and do nothing because of
the race of the person committing the crime then one can reasonably state you are engaged in racist
policies.
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